DATA SHEET SR2

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Professional motorcycle racers and ambitious sporty riders have one thing in common: highest standards. The SCHUBERTH SR2 was developed to specifically meet these high standards and to offer the best possible performance on the race track and beyond. Its spoiler was aerodynamically optimized to mitigate lift and maximize directional stability at extreme speeds. The new face shield provides riders with a clear view in any type of situation. No matter which roads you take, wearing a SCHUBERTH SR2 will help you to focus on whatever type of tarmac is in front of you.

- Aerodynamic perfection meets ergonomic excellence to eliminate distraction and maximize clarity of mind and vision
- 2D racing face shield with class 1 optics and an improved tear-off interface
- Keep your cool: best possible air circulation through an improved ventilation system

COLOURS AND GRAPHICS
- 2 solid colours
- 3 graphics

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
- Solid colours 679,- €
- Graphics 779,- €

HELMET SIZES
XS (53) – S (55) – M (57) – L (59) – XL (61) – XXL (63)

WEIGHT
Starting at 1,300 g

HELMET SHELL
- Directly processed glass fiber (SCHUBERTH Direct Fiber Processing) combined with a special resin is compressed in a vacuum at high pressure to form an exceptionally sturdy yet uniquely light helmet shell
- Carefully crafted in our proprietary wind tunnel, aerodynamically optimized for high speed stability without buffeting

INNER SHELL
- The complex segmentation of our specially optimized EPS foam liner ensures optimal shock absorption to keep your head protected
- Multipath channels in the EPS liner allow for excellent ventilation throughout the helmet

FEATURES
- Removable and washable inner lining; allergen-free and anti-bacterial (Oeko-Tex 100 certified)
- Coolmax® fabric turns the interior of your helmet into a highly effective moisture removal and cooling system
- First-class visors offer clear vision without any distortion
- Easy change mechanism for a quick and simple face shield replacement without the use of tools
- Preinstalled anti-fog lens prevents shield from fogging
- Reflective elements make riding even safer
- Double D-ring closure strap allows for easy and precise adjustment of the chin strap
- 3 helmet shell guarantee a low-profile look with optimal fit and excellent protection